Almost everything I know about Thomas Linthicum, Sr., Our Quaker Ancestor
during his time as a member of the Society of Friends
In almost all accounts of my immigrant ancestor, Thomas Linscomb, who came to the Maryland
Colony before June 1658, he is described in as being a member of the Society of Friends or a
Quaker up to a point in time where he and the Friends decided to part company. After what I
would I call a great deal of amateur research, investigation of various theories and the study of
other’s works, I still do not know when or where Thomas became a Quaker. The early family
studies speculate that Thomas married “Jane”1 within the church but in all the Quaker records
investigated to date, there seems to be no record of this marriage or the birth of any of the children
of Thomas and Jane.
The best evidence we have that Thomas was a member of the Society of Friends comes from the
accounts of his intolerance of some of the Friends’ practices and the Society’s allegations of his
“Un-Friendly” behavior toward some of his peers and the Quakers as a whole. This is the sort of
thing that every good family historian could not help but recount. This is one early published
account from Maryland History Magazine2 as then retold by Newman in his Anne Arundel Gentry3”
"Thomas Lincecomb during one of the men's monthly Quaker meetings at the dwelling of
Thomas Hooker stated that they were 'like a jury meeting,' whereupon he was tried and censured.
He and his wife had previously contributed 1,000 pounds of tobacco to the church. His wrath over
the censure prompted him to demand the return of his tobacco which was paid 4 Dec 17844 [1684]
from the tobacco barn of William Richardson.”
Corrections/amplifications of Focke’s article were offered by Francis B Culver5, 27 Sept. 1930
printed in a subsequent issue of Maryland History Magazine:
“Thomas Linthicum, the immigrant, evidently was an intransigeant and troublesome member
of the Society of Friends. According to the “Third Haven Meeting” (Talbot Co) records, it appears
that at a Quarterly Meeting held at John Edmonson’s on the 24 day of the fourth month 1681 (old
style )6, it was determined to discipline Thomas Linthicum, following the receipt of “a full and
certain account from the Man’s Meeting at the Western Shore concerning the unworthy and
disorderly carriage and behavior of Thos. Lincicomb to Thos. Everdon in particular and Friends in
general”, notwithstanding the previous efforts of Friends to compose the matter at issue”.
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There are other references to Thomas’ being a Quaker which are exciting to find but add little to
our knowledge:
In 1677, Thomas Linscomb’s [Linscoms in one version] at South River is identified as one
place where Quaker notable, John Boweter met with the Friends in Maryland.7
The following is found on p190 of Harry Wright Newman’s Anne Arundel Gentry, Vol I8.At a
Man's Meeting at Thomas Hooker on November 2, 1680, the following appears upon the minutes
of the meeting:9'”Thomas Hooker and Tho Lyncicum Returns an Answer to the Meeting that they
according to the last men's Meeting Ordered and delivered the answer to Henry Perpoint’s
pamphlet and it was Read in a Publique meeting of their by his Consent”---10
In another instance of individuals struggling to find harmony with the Friends, Thomas
Linthicum appears in a footnote in a scholarly article by Kenneth Carrol11: 26. Ibid., I, 4. At this
same meeting [Herring Creek Quarterly Meeting] (Third Month 1, 1683), it was noted that Searson
and Wagstaff had refused to sign a paper of condemnation for Margaret Lynam and that John
Lynam had refused to sign one for Thomas Lyncecom [Linthicum]. All three of these were judged
guilty of being possessed by an evil spirit which "seeks to make rents & divisions in the body of
Friends." There is little doubt of Thomas’ standing at this time.
The author above, Kenneth Carroll12, has to be one of the preeminent researchers of early
Quakerism in Maryland. Skimming through his many articles on Maryland Quakerism that can be
found online and studying his footnotes and bibliographies, there are countless references to
Meeting minutes and records. Obviously, the easily found records do not hold the additional
information we would like to know but though the task seems enormous, there is hope that the
desired records just might be found.
For those wishing to further the research, I am posting a random collection of notes and references
on Thomas and the Society of Friends in Maryland at this link.
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